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This general figure caption applies to all six supporting figures (Figs. S1–S6) that follow. The cell type(s) simulated are identified specifically within each supporting figure:

Simulated photoacoustic signal generation by two different cells. Using data obtained experimentally from real cells (i.e., cell sizes and single cell extinction coefficients measured at 532 nm) we randomly created two (or four, in the case of Fig. S2) artificial cells using Monte Carlo methods. The first cell is always positioned at the center of the simulation field—a condition ensuring maximal photoacoustic signal (PAS)—and the second cell is randomly positioned anywhere within the stimulation field. Using previously-developed mathematical models described in the literature,51,52 we estimated the PAS generated by these cellular arrangements for these laser excitation characteristics: $t = 10\;\text{ns}$, fluency $20\;\text{mJ cm}^{-2}$, $r = 0.5\;\text{mm}$. We then estimated the magnitude of the maximal peak-to-peak PAS and the corresponding area integrated for the entire PAS. This process was repeated for a total of 100 times. The resulting data clusters are presented in: A) a histogram of the distribution of the extinction coefficients at 532 nm for all the cells tested; B) cell positions randomly generated for PAS analysis; C) A plot of the PAS generated by each set of cells; D) a histogram of the maximal peak-to-peak amplitude of each PAS; and E) a histogram of the integrated area for PAS.
Fig. S1 Simulated PAS generation for two RBCs.
Fig. S2 Simulated PAS generation for one HS936 cell and one RBC.
Fig. S3 Simulated PAS generation for one HS936 cell and three RBCs.
Fig. S4 Simulated PAS generation for one B16F1 cell and one RBC.
Fig. S5 Simulated PAS generation for one B16F10 cell and one RBC.
Fig. S6 Simulated PAS generation for one T47D cell and one RBC.
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